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dreamcalc is not really an advanced calculator in the sense that it can solve complex equations, but it is
the best one for its price. it covers most areas, with more additional tools to help you out, various

configurations and intuitive overall design. if you get stuck in numbers, this app might just get you out.
dreamcalc has a lot to offer, with over 1000 functions and features, and is totally free. it is probably the

best tool you can use in engineering, physics, economics, business, accounting, mathematics, chemistry,
and even programming. for instance, you can use the calculator to find the volume of a sphere, express
complex exponential expressions, or to calculate the volume of a cube. in addition, dreamcalc provides
many statistical functions such as descriptive statistics, correlations, distribution functions, and much

more. it supports the trigonometric functions, complex numbers, and n-dimensional vectors as well. the
calculator is a little bit complex at times and is not as intuitive as many other calculators, but there is no
doubt that if you are looking for a reliable calculator to make a quick calculation, you can find one here.

dreamcalc professional edition is a powerful math companion that is certain to help you solve even
complex expressions. it covers most topics and has more extra tools to help you out, various setups, and
an intuitive overall design. if you get stuck in numbers, this app might just get you out. knowing how to
perform calculations isn't easy, but with dreamcalc pro youll have no problem computing virtually any
formula. this program is designed to be as flexible as possible, so it covers most subjects and has more
extra tools to help you out, various setups, and an overall easy design. if you get stuck in numbers, this

app might just get you out.
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DreamCalc is a fully
featured replacement
Scientific, Graphing &
Financial Calculator for

Windows. With DreamCalc,
you'll be able to graph

functions and plot list data
more simply than ever. In

fact, it is a match for many
dedicated graphing

packages, but far easier to
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use. Unlike the standard
Windows calculator,

DreamCalc gives you an
intuitive and almost tactile
experience. It's like using a
real hand-held on your PC,
laptop or tablet computer!

DreamCalc offers a full
range of scientific

functions, statistics,
complex numbers, base-n

logic, unit conversions,
built-in constants and a
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powerful polynomial solver.
Select from Reverse Polish
Notation or two styles of
algebraic input, and with

the optional ability to run in
your Windows system

tray--DreamCalc will always
be there whenever you
reach for a calculator.

DreamCalc is a'must have'
for business, science,

engineering and education.
FINANCIAL FEATURES: Loan
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Amortization, Discounted
Cashflow Calculations (inc.

NPV, MIRR, IRR & ROI),
Bond PRICE & YTM, TVM

Compound Interest
Registers, Depreciation (SL,

DB & SOYD), Cashflow
Charts, Date Calculations

(inc. ACT/ACT, 30/360,
30E/360, Week Nos. etc.),
US, European & Canadian

Annual Rates.
120GuitarChords 1.3
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120PianoChords 1.2
Acoustica Premium 7.2
64bit Atomix Virtual DJ
2021 8.5 64bit BandLab
Cakewalk 27.01 64bit

Celemony Melodyne Studio
5.0 64bit ChordPulse 2.5 DJ

Mixer Pro 3.6.7 DJ Studio
Pro 10.4.4 FL Studio

Producer Edition 20.0
Helium Music Manager 14.8
MAGIX ACID Pro 10.0 64bit
NCH MixPad Master 7.32
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Power Music Pro 5.2
PreSonus Studio One Pro

5.3 64bit Steinberg
SpectraLayers Pro 8.0 64bit
Virtual DJ Studio 2021 8.1
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